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The Need for Healing: an interview with Martyn Bates


Martyn Bates is currently ‘semi-retired’ from performing, although he continues to be active as both a songwriter and solo artist, plus working as of the influential post-punk duo Eyeless in Gaza (with Peter Becker). Author of 3 books of lyrics (A Map Of The Stars In Summer, Plague of Years, Imagination Feels like Poison), Bates continues to create new work – with a slew of both new and archive material currently being readied for release on his own ‘fiercely independent – to the point of invisibility’ imprint Ambivalent Scale Recordings. Bates also works in conjunction with the former architect of World Serpent Distribution, Alan Trench – Twelve Thousand Days – with Trench producing Bates’ Spring 2014 released solo album Arriving Fire. Among a slew of genre defying musics, Martyn Bates has also produced three pioneering albums (Drift, Passages and Incest Songs) of ‘isolationist’ folk song stylings with Napalm Death originator Mick Harris.





Part 1: October 2013

Rupert Loydell: Martyn, I first saw you as part of Eyeless Gaza playing in a bikers’ pub in Coventry. You had simple instruments spread across the table, and the songs were short, and mainly fast and aggressive. I later found out that it was one of your earliest gigs, although you had a previous life in a ska band. Can you tell me briefly about your musical history and how you ended up forming Eyeless in Gaza?

Martyn Bates: I’d listened to music all my life, and wanted to make music since I hit teenage years I guess (tho the impulse began a lot earlier, I’d say actually, as a small child…). I was born in November 1957, and  somehow grew up feeling that I’d missed the Beat thing and then been too young to be a hippy. It felt weird watching it unfold when I was too little to participate – kind of precocious. Anyway, when I first got a guitar I sat fighting with it till my fingers bled. The breakthrough came when I put the chords together to be able to sing a song along with what I was playing (‘Love Minus Zero - No Limit’, actually, probably around 1971 when I was fourteen or so). That was it: I started writing immediately, and in a way that was my main area of interest; and even today writing is still something that has parity with actually playing and singing. How to put this thirst for communication across though? – that was the difficulty, the problem. I responded to the immediacy of folk musics, though I loved everything and anything, loved music per se, across the board.  
   That’s not to say that I was listening indiscriminately! I’ve always always been an awkward cuss when it come to what I enjoy musically, very choosy – but across almost all musical styles. At school I had attempts at forming bands, but the fashionable pressure to display technique as a virtue was always an imposition. I was so grateful when punk happened – it was the vibe, the energy that did it for me. Punk rhetoric seemed old hat to me when it first emerged though – ‘anarchy’, ‘situationism’, etc – as I’d grown up reading International Times, Frendz,  Ink etc. But the aggression as focused artistic energy and ideas of immediacy and spontaneous creativity fascinated me – plus it’s always fun to dress up! Rather than the Pistols (tho I soon loved them), it was the weird element of Spiral Scratch that got me interested (‘Friends of Mine’ particularly). This was weird shit, and it was happening now, not 1967. I wanted in, particularly when loads more ‘weird shit’ bands stared appearing, particularly the first incarnation of Cabaret Voltaire, and Throbbing Gristle of course (I’d followed Gen’s stuff in the music press).
   You mentioned a ska band – well, that was all my fault, probably. ENS was the name of the band that I joined, and they were a perfectly happy and splendid little art rock band ostensibly doing quasi Henry Cow type stuff (very well, I might add). Then in 1978 I joined ’em, bringing tunes and vocals along with occasion anti-organ stylings. We actually made one EP that was half decent, for Charlie Gillet’s Oval label, as Reluctant Stereotypes. Then after I left the band kept the old name and mutated into the ska/pop band that people know, with Paul King, and signed to Warners. It was never that straight a band when I was in there, although we did chuck in a few bars of ska stuff here and there towards the end. It was a shame, you know, and I always tell people that I ruined that band!

RL: Did punk change anything for you personally or as a professional musician? (I’m also thinking about indie labels, dissemination and little record companies here.)

MB: The answer to that is contained in what I’ve said above, I guess. It’s probably true to say that outside of the local scene, I would never have done anything with the first few bands that I tried to get happening; I needed a revolution to come along, to focus, to galvanise me. In fact part of my initial response to the first wave of punk was that everything I was doing was redundant now… The acoustic guitar had long gone by then of course, and the electric guitar was stuck in the loft. Being a frontman with the Stereotypes was one of my responses to Punk/Post punk, as it was something I would never have dreamed of doing before punk happened. When the first incarnation of the Stereotypes folded, my response was to make Dissonance. To record, mix (!!),  to physically make cassette copies, to distribute and sell; all of that was sooooo cathartic. Mark Perry liked it, put it out on his I.D. Cassettes label. Geoff Rushton/Jhon Balance  liked it – in fact his mag (Stabmental) was the first to write about me and the first to write about Eyeless in Gaza, with enthusiasm and encouragement – for which I was grateful back then, even though I was cocksure and arrogant. 
   Anyway I started my own label, Ambivalent Scale, to issue Dissonance. It was Geoff Travis that suggested I change the name of the label from Pure Noise Tapes to something else coz ‘the Banshees wouldn’t like it’. Ambivalent Scale Recordings is still going today, issuing Martyn Bates and Eyeless in Gaza releases. In 2013, everything has come full circle. I’m proud of the small victories that Ambivalent Scale has achieved in terms of longevity and providing a platform, because whenever we’ve been involved with any other labels there’s been some attempts at interference. That slays me, you know:  my attitude, and Eyeless in Gaza’s attitude has always pretty much been one of ‘this is my voice, not your fucking voice, so make your own statements elsewhere if you want to say something . Don’t fuck with our music!’ 
    However, all of this comes with a price of course; and the fact that the music doesn’t seem to care about fashion and mainstream participation is actually both a handicap and a value. In fact, on some levels its a real fucking total handicap: altho we try not to care any more about this stuff, I guess it still sticks in the craw somewhat. ‘The work is its own reward’ is the maxim we endeavour to function by nowadays. For now, I accept this.
    Of course, gig offers, opportunities for a variety of interesting work, still come in, so I guess these things find their own level. I’d say there are lots and lots of parallels to be made between the small label scene as it was then and what is happening on the net nowadays. For instance people stealing our music and posting it on their websites is kind of similar to the way we’d work hard to disseminate information through fanzine interviews, or by contributing to small label sampler album or cassette compilations. As Alan Trench always says ‘you never know how or just when it will come back to you in some benign form, but it will. It’s just a matter of time.’

RL: I worked in Coventry for a year, but thought I knew the area because my aunt lives nearby. I was wrong, it was a real culture shock coming from London to find a kind of tribal war being played out in the city between skinheads, mods, bikers and anyone who was inclined to fight. I spent one Saturday afternoon locked in a shop as groups ran amok in the street outside. In London I just drove a motorbike, in Coventry I was perceived as ‘a biker’, which is why I used to drink in The General Wolfe, the aforementioned bikers’ pub. How did music come out of this kind of atmosphere? I mean there was a real sense of excitement and happening around that time, with fanzines like Adventures in Reality being published, and not only Eyeless but Bron Area, Attrition and Stress all playing live and recording their music.

MB: I guess that’s why I talked about ‘aggression as focused artistic energy’ earlier. Where I lived you either liked music and the arts, or you liked football and seriously hurting people. Culturally, the area (Nuneaton and Coventry) is a fucking backwater: it feels like nobody’s interested, that nobody understands. It felt like that then and it still feels like that today, to be honest – some things don’t change. All I can say is that within such a cultural and political climate you will always get the outsiders who are galvanised by the shit that surround them – that remains a truism, everywhere.

RL. I’d like to widen this conversation out somewhat, and focus in and around punk/postpunk…

MB: As I said, it was what happened after the first wave of punk that got to me, that galvanised me into thinking  I can do this. Specifically that’d be Extended Play (early Cabaret Voltaire), Throbbing Gristle, Two Daughters, and ATV/Good Missionaries in particular, although Wire’s Pink Flag was a massive headshift too. But the main thing all that post punk showed me (although as I talk about it, it feels more like ‘pre- post punk’ or some such!) was mainly the idea that… Wait, wasn’t there some wise old person, way back in the 4th century or something, who believed that everything had been done now and that there was nothing left to discover?  For me now and back then, the key lesson here is that music is complex and always intervenes and re-invents itself. It is simply ridiculous to try to split music into musical categories and boxes. Music, while being a succinct enough statement about time and place, politics, consumer politics etc, somehow transcends all of that shit. That it is to say, when a listener really listens, and completes the music themselves, then there’s an elevated language that borders on the mystical; a language beyond such narrow categories as fashion, time or place.
   Another key thing that whole revolution taught me (tho perhaps mostly through the influence it had on Peter Becker) was that any technologies could be used in a good way, used to make music. The whole post punk diaspora taught us this, via John Cage and a plethora of back-door bands and their unschooled theories. Eyeless in Gaza have always brought new technologies in to the music, and in some ways we helped pioneer the use of  – at the time – the latest electronic technologies. 
   Quite apart from the shifting nucleus of instruments, punk/postpunk meant recording our music as simply as possible, and we have spent many years recording our own music. Particularly from Pete’s perspective, the sound of the recording and technical equipment is always a characteristic of each recording we make. Sure enough, there’s been something of a shift towards acoustic instrumentation during the past few years, but the choice of voicings is just one aspect of what we do. As writers, artists, musicians, as well as people recording, producing and to some extent manufacturing their own work, both Peter Becker and I understand the latest technologies are there to be used by us. And, I’m happy to say, we use them and abuse them.

RL: And what about your use of folk music, murder ballads etc?

MB: All this music has always been a part of me, always close to me , as to some extent I grew up surrounded by it. It’s always been there, sometimes overtly and plain to see; at other times, just beneath the surface. It’s there on Dissonance, which is riddled with lo-fi John Fahey-like snatches of stuff, on ‘Still Air’ (an outtake from Photographs of Memories), on ‘Sixth Sense’, ‘The Eyes of Beautiful Losers’ and the whole of the Drumming The Beating Heart album - right up to the present day, with Unsung, which is a pretty naked record. I wouldn’t quite call it ‘folk’ though…
   I always felt and I still feel that the best pop music is urban folk music – if it’s real music, from real people. Sadly, that music really is genuinely hard to find today. I find it hard to believe that it can be found, cos if it gets wide, mainstream, mass media exposure it’s such a fucking saturated text by the time it gets out there, ameliorated by so many other market/product consumer considerations, dicked about with and anaesthetised by every two bit shareholder in the company! The idea of the true pop star is surely dead, is an outdated idea: those were heroes that contemporary consumer capitalist values have murdered…
   With the www infonet simulacrum that currently exists I guess I can see why there’s been a change in perceptions of folk  music, and a move towards ideas of immediacy and connection that these ideas promise. I think its a healthy re-seizing of the means of production. It’s kind of like what happened with the rave /chill cultures way back when. In fact, you might say that was the last time we had some sort of cultural youth revolution here in the UK. With the advent of cheap music-making technology flooding the market it was like skiffle was in the 50s: fun, inexpensive, creative self-expression! Another form of expression at times of cultural aridity might be theft, as referred to earlier; the ‘liberation’ of music, the idea that ‘all music should be free, maaaaaaan’. My stock response to this is simply that we are living at a time of escalated change and that the dust will settle. Things will never be quite the same tho.




Part 2: December 2013

RL: If I may I’d like to pick up where we left off, and consider your statement ‘I still believe in the song’. This is quite a romantic notion, isn’t it, that something has a life of its own? Can you tell me more about that. I mean are you being mystical or just mysterious? How has that notion led you back – especially in your solo work – to being a singer-songwriter in a way that early Eyeless in Gaza releases didn’t even hint at?

MB: Didn’t it? Really? That’s a total surprise to hear you say that – really!
   As to your question, yes I’m being mystical and mysterious. Doesn’t all art have a life of its own? The painting isn’t finished when its hung, it needs someone to look at it.

RL: How does that fit or contrast with ideas of improvisation and the more textural musical explorations you’ve undertaken? One of my favourite Eyeless albums is Pale Hands I Loved So Well.

MB: It all feels like the same work to me somehow. In fact my approach has been the same since Dissonance, which was of course pre-Eyeless in Gaza. My approach is similar for all my work, although the end results are spectacularly different, sonically speaking. With the ‘song work’ such as Unsung there is a more directed focus in creating both the music /melody and then the lyric/text – however, my ‘feeling’ towards the approach is ever the same. It is, you might say, ‘mystical’ in my supra-reliance on the intuitive and on a kind of channeling. Collaging is used in my method – with regard to writing both the tune and the vocal melody, and the essence of the text, and the timbre and meaning of the lyric. I also use this device when creating the musical setting for the whole piece, i.e. I use it to direct and decide whatever I play, be it keyboards or guitar. I use no other structured methodology other than this. Always, always however, I am aware of myself as both artist and craftsman. This is work, it is not ‘happenstance’.

RL: You’ve talked about the song, but also touched upon the idea of a community using or containing music. Could you expand upon that? You’re dismissive of your locale, but as I stated earlier at a certain point of time – a time when I happened to be there – there was a huge amount of ‘alternative music’ being produced. Can you explain that? And how, in more general terms, you see music as ‘useful’ or ‘functional’?

MB: Well, let’s look beyond the ‘social’ context (and, Rupert – it would feel far different to you, not being from around here – than it would to me, a native of these here parts) . Music is ‘useful’ or ‘functional’ in the fact that it as far as I am concerned it is purely and simply a spiritual aid – it’s a prayer, a curse, a spell, an inner voice – something like the unconscious… which also feeds into the mythological logos of the Jungian idea of the collective unconscious. Well, that might well be one way of putting it. And, ok – I write (and by ‘write’ I mean the written word, the sung word, the vocalisations, the music and the entity) because of my innate desire for communication. I don’t necessarily want this to be ‘clear’ or ‘objective’… It’s tantamount to a private language that I am using and sharing here, and it’s kind of an affront to be challenged thus because it is something so very personal and to all intents and purposes. I confess it’s purposely pretty incoherent at points – and that’s the way I like it. Essentially, I write because I feel I am not a good communicator, so the paradox is here. I am going to quote Rilke at you – he can communicate beautifully. For me he articulates and explains what it is that I mean by Song: ‘as taught by you, is not desire, not wooing of something finally attained,  Song is existence.’ (Again, I am being mystical and mysterious, because that’s what everything is, as far as I am concerned).

RL: You weren’t a musician who rejected the past when punk arrived – I remember swapping live Pink Floyd tapes with you at one point! – but how did the enabling possibilities of postpunk alter your perspective on the past, or how you listened to music? What happened to the energy and freedoms that produced such a tidal wave of zines, music and indie labels? Do you see anything similar happening ? I mean the world is fuller than ever of musicians posting their work on the web, and there seems a resurgence of live music. What’s your take on things at the moment?

MB: Year zero, yes – but I kept hold of the music of many exceptions, even while I was being snotty and dismissive. At the second science fiction festival in ’81 which we played at, I vividly recall telling the NME about my fondness for duos – citing ISB, Medicine Head, Holy Modal Rounders in glowing terms - but they didn’t write about that, just some negative stuff we said instead. Huh!

RL: Finally, what are you working on at the moment? I’ve heard rumours of various collaborations and also an Eyeless in Gaza box set.
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